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Percy 
Harrison 
Fawcett

Fun fact
 I was Born on 
18 August 1867

And 
Disappeared 
on 29 May 
1925l

 



Why did he go?

Percy  Fawcett was curious and 
wanted to gain new knowledge 
about civilizations and wildlife. His 
first expedition was to map a 
jungle area at the border of 
Brazil and Bolivia in South America 
for the Royal Geographical 
Society and claimed to see 
mysterious animals. No one  
believed him. So he went back to 
study wildlife and found 
information on the ‘lost city’ that 
he named ‘Z’. He went on another 
expedition to find it.





The side of 
Percy fawcett  

● I tried to treat the Indians 
with kindness but in return 
they tried to kill us!

● I never thought that they 
would be scared of us!

● I had an Idea that we could 
sing a song to show that we 
would not kill them.

● Soon the shooting stopped! 
● I came over to the Indians and 

greeted them.
● We exchanged gifts with 

them.



The side of the  

indigenous 
people

● They are strangers with guns 
and strangers are not to be 
trusted especially people with 
guns , they could enslave us 
or even kill us!

● We heard singing from the 
strangers and decided to 
stop shooting.

● We talked to a stranger 
called Percy Harrison 
Fawcett.

● We gave them gifts and got 
some strange gifts back.





               

 changes to  
Society:

● He mapped areas so people 
can explore them more easily.

● Europeans were introduced 
to new land and wildlife.



changes to  The 
environment: ● More people explored the 

areas because of his maps.



Do you 
support the 

central idea?



I support the central idea that exploration 
brought about many changes which can be 
seen from different perspectives.

Stories are normally not told by the side of 
the indigenous people they are nearly 
always told by the settlers/explorers.The 
indigenous talked about their country being 
treated poorly and they lacked resources 
because the Europeans stole most of them 
,they were scared and the Europeans  killed 
many people . But we only know this 
because some stories are written in both 
perspectives.  That is the only way that we 
know what the indigenous people thought.
Do you support the central idea?



Thanks for 
watching!


